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Promote your work

The goal of the Trainee Research Symposium is to provide you with a setting to showcase your work among a broad and diverse group of people. In order to maximize your networking opportunities, we encourage you to promote your work over social media. Feel free to use these sample captions and the visuals in your social posts.

Use our visuals

You can find the social graphics we’ve prepared for you on our website.

Share our posts

You can share our posts directly, or share our posts with your own commentary added.

Twitter | Facebook | Instagram | Linkedin

Post directly to your channels

Twitter

I’ll be presenting my work at the @CGSHEquity Trainee Research Symposium on DECEMBER 2, co-hosted w/ @UBCmedicine & @SFU_FHS & moderated by CGSHE trainee @AMuragz. If you’re interested in #sexualhealth #genderequity or #reproductivejustice, REGISTER ⬅️


Facebook/LinkedIn

As part of my graduate studies at [university], I’ll be presenting my work at the @CGSHEquity Trainee Research Symposium on Thursday, December 2. The symposium will consist of lightning talks by CGSHE trainees on #sexualhealth #reproductivejustice & #genderequity with a Q&A moderated by CGSHE Trainee @AliceMuthoniMurage. Register today! https://bit.ly/CGSHE_TRS

Instagram

As part of my graduate studies with [university] I’ve been researching [topic]. I’ll be giving a lightening talk on my latest work at the @CGSHEquity Trainee Research Symposium on Thursday, December 2, co-hosted with @sfu_fhs and @ubcmedicine.

If you’re interested in learning more about what I’ve been working on, as well as the research of other CGSHE trainees in the areas of #sexualhealth #reproductivejustice & #genderequity, register today through @cgshequity’s link in bio!

Contact us

Questions? Get in touch! comms@cgshe.ubc.ca